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IN THE COURT OF JUDICIAL MAGISTRATE FIRST CLASS, TINSUKIA

G. R. CASE No. 2471 of 2015

U/S 447/294/506/435/34 of IPC 

State of Assam

Versus

1. Sri Ajit Ghosh

2. Sri Pranjal Baruah

3. Sri Suna Roy 

………………….Accused Persons

Present: Zafreena Begum, AJS

Judicial Magistrate First Class, Tinsukia

For the prosecution:

Smti Reshmi Singh

                  ……………….  Additional Public Prosecutor for the State

For the defence: 

    Smt. Chandita Dev, Sri Naresh Prasad and Sri Suvhajit Chutia

                      ………………..  Advocate for the accused persons

Evidence recorded on: 24.08.2017, 12.10.2017, 27.10.2017, 

15.12.2017, 19.01.2018, 16.02.2018

and 10.04.2018

Argument heard on: 03.05.2018

Judgment delivered on: 10.05.2018
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JUDGMENT

BRIEF FACTS OF THE PROSECUTION CASE

          

1. The  genesis  of  this  case  has  its  roots  with  the  lodging  of  the  First

Information Report (in short as the FIR) that on 20.10.2015 at about 2:30

AM the accused persons came to Suncity Dhaba and abused the informant

with filthy languages and made hue and cry. On the next day at about 8:30

AM when the informant was working and her son and others were sleeping

in a room inside the dhaba, at that time the accused Ajit again came in a

maruti  car and ablazed the sleeping room of  the dhaba and set fire by

pouring petrol. Hence the case. 

INVESTIGATION

2. On the basis of aforesaid FIR, police registered a case against the accused

persons as Tinsukia PS Case No. 1295/15 under section 447/294/435/34 of

Indian Penal Code (Herein after referred to as IPC). Police investigated the

case and on completion of investigation submitted charge-sheet against the

accused persons Sri Ajit Ghosh, Sri Pranjal Baruah and Sri Sunu Roy under

section 447/294/506/435/34 IPC. 

APPEARANCE OF THE ACCUSED PERSONS

3. On appearance of the accused person Sri Ajit Ghosh, Sri Pranjal Baruah and

Sri Sunu Roy in Court, copies of relevant documents u/s 173 Cr.P.C were

furnished to them in compliance with section 207 of Cr.P.C.

CHARGES AGAINST ACCUSED PERSONS

4. Considering the relevant documents and hearing both the parties a prima

facie  case  was  found  against  the  accused  persons  under  section

447/294/506/435/34 of  IPC.  The accused persons pleaded not guilty and

claimed to be tried when charge of offence under those section is duly read

over and explained to them.
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WITNESS EXAMINED AND DOCUMENTS EXHIBITED

5. Prosecution side adduced evidence of five witnesses and exhibited three

documentary evidences. 

EXAMINATION OF THE ACCUSED PERSONS U/S 313 Cr.P.C

6. At  the  close  of  the  prosecution  evidence,  examination  of  the  accused

person Sri Ajit Ghosh U/S 313 of the Cr.P.C. has been done with regard to

the incriminating circumstances appeared against him in the prosecution

evidence and examination of the accused persons Sri Pranjal Baruah and

Sri  Sunu  Roy  U/S  313  of  the  Cr.P.C.  have  been  dispensed  with  as  no

incriminating  circumstance  appeared  against  them  in  the  prosecution

evidence. Defence side has adduced no evidence and plea of the defence is

of total  denial.   Defence side has adduced no evidence and plea of the

defence is of total denial. 

ARGUMENT

7. I  have heard the arguments of  the Learned Additional  Public  Prosecutor

representing  the  State  and  Learned  Defense  Counsel  representing  the

accused  persons.  After  perusing  the  records,  considering  the  materials

produced, hearing the arguments of the learned counsels for both the sides

and  the  accused  persons,  the  following  point  is  taken  as  points  for

determination.

POINTS FOR DETERMINATION:

(i) Whether on 20.10.2015 at  about 2:30 AM the accused persons in

furtherance of their common intention committed criminal trespass

at Suncity Dhaba, Hukanpukhuri, Tinsukia  and thereby committed an

offence under section 447/34 IPC?

(ii) Whether on the same date at about 8:30 AM the accused persons

committed mischief by fire at Suncity Dhaba, Hukanpukhuri, Tinsukia

and thereby committed an offence under section 435/34 IPC?
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(iii) Whether on the same date, same time and same place the accused

persons in furtherance of their common intention hurled abuses at

the  infornant  and  thereby  committed  an  offence  under  section

394/34 IPC?

(iv) Whether on the same date, same time and same place the accused

persons  in  furtherance  of  their  common  intention  threatened  the

informant Smt.  Minu Chetia with injury and thereby committed an

offence under section 506/34 IPC?

DISCUSSION, DECISION AND REASONS THEREOF:

8. PW1  Smt.  Meenu  Chetia,  in  her  examination,  stated  that  she  is  the

informant of this case. She knows the accused Sri Ajit Ghosh but the co-

accused persons are not known to her. The incident took place in the year

2015 during Durgapuja. At the time of the incident her hotel was under

name and style Sun City Dhaba located at Hukanpukhuri Marketing Gate.

She run Sun City Dhaba. At 11/12:00 AM the Ajit Ghosh wanted to have

some food. She stated that she had closed the shop as her husband is not

at home. He then left that night. The next morning at about 7:00 AM Ajit

Ghosh came in an alto car and set ablaze the bamboo wall of the dhaba.

She  was  cleaning  the  oven/chula.  Cabin  and  lap,  tuli  were  all  burnt  to

ashes. Even her eyelashes got burnt. He went away after setting the dhaba

on fire. Half portion of Dhaba was burnt. They doozed off the fire by pouring

water.  She  then  called  up  owner  of  the  Dhaba  Jyoti  Ranjan  Bora  and

informed him about the incident. Ext.1 is the ejahar filed by her. Ext.1(i) is

her signature. She do not remember the day. It was first day of Durga Puja

of the year 2015. 

9. During her cross-examination PW1 further stated that she had stated in the

FIR  that  the  incident  occurred  on  20.10.2015.  she  lodged  the  FIR  after

seven day of occurrence i.e. on 27.10.2015. she had not stated any reason

in Ext.1 as to why delay of seven days is passed for lodging the FIR. She

knows the accused Ajit Ghosh from prior to the incident. The accused Ajit
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Ghosh is the owner of a Dhaba namely Jyoti Dhaba. In the informant's hotel

there is no staff and all the works of the hotel is performed by them. Her

husband's  name is  Arun  Chetia  and  her  husband  is  a  chef  of  the  said

Dhaba.  She  cannot  say  the  color  of  the  Alto  car  Vehicle  by  which  the

accused came to commit the offence. She also cannot say the registration

number of the said Alto Car. Their Dhaba is named as Jangfai. Prior to that

the name of the said dhaba is SunCity Dhaba. They are carrying on their

dhaba with them by taking the house on rent. The landlord of the dhaba is

Jyoti Ranjan Dhaba. She cannot say the name of the scriber of Ext.1. she

cannot say what is written in Ext.1. the landlord of the Dhaba did not lodge

any FIR before the Police.. 

10. PW2 Sri Arup Chetia, in his examination, stated that the informant is his

wife and he knows the accused Ajit Ghosh but he do not know the other

accused persons. The incident took place in the year 2015 on the first day

of Durgapuja. At the time of the incident he was at his home. At about 7:40

in the morning his wife called him over phone and informed him that Ajit

Ghosh has burnt down their hotel named Sun City Dhaba. When he reached

the dhaba his wife and his son were dozing of the fire with water. He also

saw that one part of the dhaba where they used to sleep had been burnt.

He informed the owner of the Dhaba. 

11. PW3  Sri  Pranav  Chetia,  in  his  examination,  stated  that  he  knows  the

informant, who is his sister in law. He came to know the accused persons

after the incident. He only know the name of Ajit Ghosh. He do not know

the  name  of  the  other  accused  persons.  The  incident  took  place  on

20.10.2015 when he  was  at  the  reserve  police  his  elder  brother  Kamal

Chetia informed him about the incident that the hotel has been burnt down

by  Ajit  Ghosh  and  other  four.  He  immediately  went  to  the  place  of

occurrence and saw that a part of the hotel had been burnt. He had not

seen the incident himself.

12. PW4   Sri  Kamal  Chetia,  in  his  examination,  stated  that  on  the  day  of

incident at about 10:30 PM the accused Ajit Ghosh came to their dhaba,

Suncity Dhaba along with other three persons and he had taken alcohol at

that time. The accused came and went away doing bad behavior with them.

Next day morning the accused came around 7 AM and ablazed the dhaba
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from back side. He had seen the accused setting fire by pouring the petrol.

He also stated that the accused were wearing a ganji and also seen the

accused when he fled away.

13. During his cross-examination PW4 stated that the complainant is his sister

in law and he reside with the complainant. He knows the accused Sri Ajit

Ghosh since long back. Ajit Ghosh is owner of a Jyoti Dhaba. Sri Arup Chetia

is his elder brother. Arup Chetia is the owner of a Dhaba. The said dhaba is

operated by his elder brother since 2014 on rent. He do not know the name

of the original owner of the dhaba. Prior to operating dhaba his brother was

a conductor of vehicle. He cannot say the date on which the accused set

fire on the dhaba. On the day of incident Ajit Ghosh came with a personal

small car. He cannot say the Reg. No. of the vehicle by which Ajit Ghosh

came that day. The fire was set by the accused on the back side of the

dhaba. The front side of the dhaba is on the Eastern side and front side of

the dhaba is adjacent to the National Highway. The Sun rises in the Eastern

side i.e. towards Makum. He cannot say on which side the sun sets. The

back side of the dhaba is adjacent with the boundary of Hukanpukhuri TE.

On the back side of the dhaba there is tea bushes. Ajit Ghosh parked his car

on side of their sleeping room. On the day of incident there four members

of  the  same  family  were  present.  For  running  dhaba  his  brother  never

employed any other person and their all family members perform all the

dhaba  including  cooking.  Sometime  his  elder  brother  Arup  Cheria,

sometimes his sister in law and sometimes he prepared food. His brother

Arup Chetia knows to prepare all kinds of food. At the time of incident he

was cleaning the kitchen.

14. PW5  SI Pradip Kr. Banik, in his examination, proved Ext.2 is the said sketch

map and Ext.2(1) as his signature. Thereafter the accused persons came to

the PS and were released on bail. After completion of the investigation he

submitted  the charge-sheet  u/s.  447/294/506/435/34 IPC  on 26.11.2015.

Ext.3 is the said charge-sheet and Ext.3(1) is his signature.

15. During his cross-examination PW5 stated that in the FIR the date of incident

is mentioned as 20.10.2015 but incident was reported on PS on 27.10.2015.

He  visited  the  place  of  occurrence  on  28.10.2015.  On  the  place  of

occurrence he did not find gallons or bottles. He did not found any ash or
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half burn article at the place of occurrence. The place of occurrence was

identified by the complainant. When he inspected the place of occurrence

he did not found any sign of burning of the bamboo fencing on the wall of

the dhaba. All  the witnesses referred in the charge-sheet belongs to the

same family. He did not found any independent witness during the course

of his investigation. PW1 (informant) did not explain the reason why delay

was caused in lodging the FIR. 

Judicial Determination

16. I have considered the evidence on record of both sides in its entirety and I

have also considered the rival pleas of both sides.

17. Let me start the analysis of the case by stating that in any case involving

injured persons, the victim is always the best person to depose in the case.

He  or  she  being  the  victim  has  firsthand  knowledge  of  the  incident.

Moreover,  the  injured  is  always  the  last  person  to  exculpate  the  real

offender and inculpate an innocent person. The only condition is that the

evidence of the victim must inspire the confidence of the court. 

18. Let us now appreciate the evidence of all prosecution witnesses one by one

to see whether the prosecution has been able to prove the case beyond all

reasonable doubts. 
19. In relation to the instant case, from the perusal of the evidence on record it

appears that the informant has been examined as PW1. There is a sharp

contradiction in the evidence deposed by PW1 and in the ejahar lodged by

her. In her evidence she has mentioned the time of burning the Dhaba as 7

AM, while in FIR she stated as 8.30 AM. Moreover, PW1 in evidence stated

that half portion of the Dhaba was set into fire but Ext 1 she stated that

sleeping  room was ablazed.  This  casts  a  doubt  in  the  credibility  of  the

evidence of PW-1. Moreover the evidence of PW-2 and PW-3 is hearsay. PW-

4 who is a related witness stated that he had seen the accused setting fire

in the Dhaba but there seems some contradictions in his statement. PW-4

mentioned the time of burning the Dhaba as 7 AM in his evidence, while in 
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FIR it is stated as 8.30 AM. Moreover PW-4 stated that he had seen pouring

petrol and setting fire, but, it donot corroborate to the evidence of PW-5

who stated that  on the place of  occurrence he did  not  find gallons or

bottles and he did not found any ash or half burn article at the place of

occurrence. Hence, the prosecution has failed to bring out the ingredients

of section 447/294/506/435/34 of IPC.

20. In the light of the above discussion & reasons, I am of the opinion that the

prosecution  has  failed  to  prove  the  case  against  the  accused  persons

beyond  reasonable  doubt.  Hence,  the  accused  persons  deserve  to  be

acquitted of the charge leveled against them.

21. Hence Point No. (i), (ii), (iii) and (iv) are decided in negative and goes in

favour of the accused persons.

Order

The  standard  of  proof  in  criminal  law  is  to  prove  guilt  beyond  all

reasonable doubt. From the above discussions, I come to the conclusion that

the prosecution has failed to establish the allegations against  the accused

persons. Hence the accused persons Sri Ajit Ghosh, Sri Pranjal Baruah and Sri

Sunu Roy are acquitted of the charges under section 447/294/506/435/34 of

Indian Penal Code on benefit of doubt and the accused person be set in liberty

forthwith.   

The bail bond of the accused persons be remained in force for another six

months from today.

This judgment is given under my hand and the seal of this Court on this

10th day of May, 2018.

The case is disposed of.

   (ZAFREENA BEGUM)

                                                                 JUDICIAL MAGISTRATE FIRST CLASS

                                                                                         Tinsukia               
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A P P E N D I X

List of Prosecution Witnesses 

P.W. 1: Smt. Meenu Chetia.

P.W. 2: Sri Arup chetia.

P.W. 3: Sri Pranav Chetia. 

P.W. 4: Sri Kamal Chetia. 

P.W. 5: SI Pradip Kr. Banik. 

List of Defence Witnesses

DW: None

List of Prosecution Exhibits/Documents:

Ext.1: Ejahar.

Ext.2: Sketch Map.

Ext.3: Charge-Sheet.

List of Defence Exhibits/Documents:

Nil

                (ZAFREENA BEGUM)

 JUDICIAL MAGISTRATE FIRST CLASS

                                                                                  TINSUKIA
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